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Run a Tight Ship with Effective  
Resource Management

Replicon’s cloud-based Resource Management empowers you to forecast 

staffing needs, assign people to projects according to their skill sets and 

availability, and avoid leaving talent on the bench.  

With Replicon, we’re clearly making better decisions in terms of allocating resources 
as we take on new projects.

Jeff Ewald, Founder and CEO, 

Optimization Group Inc.



Without the Right Resources, 
You’re Dead in the Water

Your people are your most important asset. With-

out the right people working on the right projects, 

your business cannot succeed. But if you’re jug-

gling many different projects and lack visibility into 

what your staff is working on, it’s difficult to under-

stand and correct inefficiencies and make sure that 

employees aren’t overworked or underutilized. For 

example, some employees may be getting burned 

out while others are sitting idle and unproductive. 

Often, it’s hard to find the right resource for a proj-

ect, because you’re unaware of your employees’ 

strengths and availability.

If you’re not meeting your utilization or produc-

tivity targets, and you’re uncertain whether you 

have the right resources to meet future project 

demands, it’s time to get serious about resource 

management.

Manage Resources with Less Effort 
and More Success

Replicon Resource Management capabilities 

give you the insight you need to assign the right 

people to the right jobs and ensure everyone 

involved with your project is working to capacity. 

Get a holistic view of your resources

Replicon Resource Management provides real-

time information about all of your resources 

across all projects and clients, for complete 

visibility.

Find the right person for the job

Advanced search functionality helps you find 

and assign employees to projects based on their 

skill sets, interests, availability and other impor-

tant criteria.

Optimize utilization

Dynamic charts, reports and calendars provide 

insight on resource allocation levels, so you can 

utilize your team members to capacity and avoid 

over-committing people to projects they don’t 

have time to finish.

Forecast staffing needs based on demand

Resource forecast reports and the ability to 

assign “place holder” resources help you plan ef-

ficiently for future needs and address any gaps, 

so your projects run smoothly. 



Report on  
utilization by 

various dimensions 

with dynamic charts 

and graphs

Motivate  

employees by  

displaying utiliza-
tion levels on their  

timesheets

Analyze resource 
availability by  

skill set to better 

meet future  
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Holistic Resource Management

 �View all resources and their current allocation levels

 �Filter by date, department, client project and more 

to hone in on the exact data you need

 �Quickly toggle between daily, weekly & monthly views

 � Instantly assign resources to projects on the fly

Project Staffing and Management

 �Quickly locate resources based on availability, skill 

set, department or other criteria

 �Assign resources to projects in seconds

 �Allocate resources to projects by percentage of 

total availability or by hours per day

See the future  

availability of your  

consultants and com-

pare them to resource  
forecast reports so  

you can staff  

appropriately



Replicon Resource Management  
capabilities are an integrated part  
of our full-featured products: 
 
 
 
 
A comprehensive solution that helps you opti-

mize your professional services organization with 

robust capabilities in project tracking/billing, 

resource management and expense tracking. 
 
 
 
 
A robust solution that automates project time 

and cost tracking, and simplifies resource man-

agement, providing greater insight into project 

costs and improving resource productivity.

About Replicon

Replicon is the leading provider of cloud-based 

time tracking software. Our award-winning solu-

tions are used by more than 1.5 million people 

in over 7,800 organizations across 70 countries. 

We help customers to better manage workforce 

attendance, expenses, projects, professional 

services teams, and shared services resources.

Our diverse customer base — from start-ups to 

Fortune 500 companies — trusts Replicon to 

help reduce compliance risk, keep costs down, 

and provide greater insight into business per-

formance. Clients include: FedEx, MetLife, New 

Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA), Novartis, 

Orbitz, and Xerox. Replicon is a global company 

with employees in Australia, Canada, India, the 

United Kingdom, and the United States. 

 

Want to try it for your business?

Get your free trial now. Free one-on-one  

support is available throughout the trial.  

www.replicon.com/freetrial or contact us.

Replicon’s cloud time tracking solutions deliver greater insights, 

reduce the risk of non-compliance, and help organizations  

optimize their business processes to drive down costs and  

increase performance. This is what makes Replicon unique:

Contact Us

sales@replicon.com

North America

1 877 662 2519

International

+800 6622 5192 

www.replicon.com

Cloud

 �Rock-solid security

 �Faster time to value

 �Continuous enhancements

Usability

 �Easy, role-based interface

 �Process-driven analytics

 �Self-service

One Platform

 �Time tracking for all needs

 �Centralized time data

 � Integrates with any system

No Hassle

 �Easy to trial, buy, and deploy

 �24/7 customer support

 �Assigned support manager

http://www.replicon.com/free-trial
http://www.replicon.com

